
VALLI GIUDICARIE AND VAL RENDENA

         

This itinerary will allow you to discover Trentino ad a cultural and naturalistic centre, indeed it

includes the visit to Stenico Castle, which date back to the XII century: it was a place of power,

located on a rock that overlooks the transport  routes that lead to the Giudicarie.  Then the tour

proceeds to Pinzolo to visit the church of Saint Vigilio.

The tour will start again in the afternoon and will go on to Val Rendena: here, you will visit the

wonderful Nardis Waterfalls, that are famous all over Trentino for being so majestic. The journey

back to Trento will travel through Val di Sole and Val di Non; you will stops in different interesting

view point.

Itinerary proposal (full day):
- Departure from Trento to Stenico Castle 
- Guided tour of the castle
- Departure for Pinzolo, visit of the Church of Saint Vigilio
- Lunch break
- Visit of Nardis Waterfalls
- Depature for Val Rendena, Valle di Sole and Val di Non with stops during the journey
- Return to Trento 



> STENICO CASTLE

Stenico Castle dominates the landscape of Giudicarie and it had already been mentioned during the

XII century,  when the village of Stenico was a feud of the  Principi Vescovi trentini.  It  used to

represent the political and administrative centre of the power of bishops of the region. The building

as it appears nowadays is the result of many reworks and expansions. The visit starts entering the

surrounding walls and proceeds to the courtyards and the chapel with its precious frescoes dated XII

century;  then  the  visit  will  lead  you  inside  the  buildings  attached  to  Torre  della  Fame;  these

buildings have interesting structures and decorations which date back from the Roman Age to the

Renaissance. Some rooms of the castle are decorated with frescoes of the XVI century, whether

others, such as Sala del Giudizio, present bare and severe walls, with squared stones and loopholes.

Something very insteresting are the remains of the ancient fortified tower and  Torre della Fame,

with its cistern and its narrow prisons.

> VAL RENDENA - PINZOLO 

It is the most Northern of the Giudicarie valleys, crossed by River Sarca, between the mountain

chain of Adamello and the group of the Brenta Dolomites and it is renowned for its famous touristic

resorts such ad Madonna di Campiglio.  The valley is rich in green lawns, surrounded by awe-

inspiring mountains covered by dense conifer woods and it has many lively villages that follow one

another with their churches which are said being founded by Carlo Magno and frescoed by the

Baschenis. divided into a series of charming villages gathered around their churches. This places are

tied to the history of the early Christianity and of the martyrdom of Saint Vigilio. In Pinzolo there is

a  famous church dedicated to  the saint  and under  the roof  it  has a famous fresco:  the “Danza

Macabra”  (“The  Macabre  Dance”)  made  in  1539  by  Simone  Baschenis  of  Averaria,  the  most

talented of the two brothers. The “Dance” is the subject that better characterize the Middle Age,

where the obsessive thought of death, reminds people the caducity of human life. 

> NARDIS WATERFALLS

Val  Genova  is  part  of  the  Adamello  Brenta  Natural  Park,  surrounded  by  the  Adamello,  the

Presanella and the Carre Alto it is one of the wonders of the Alps. On the banks of the River Sarca

huge granitic rocks invade the land one over another creating weird shapes, that the popular fantasy

has identified with thousand devils enclosed in the valley. Perennial glaciers cover the high ridges

and the numerous wide valleys on its sides look as they were “suspended” with bug rocks where the

valley conjunct each other creating majestic and thunderous waterfalls. The Nardis Waterfalls are

the most well-known and they can be reached with a pleasant walk.


